still need trip leaders. Click
Sundays. Only two C-rated Ascending Hikes
Denver Group C hiking classification and to take
enhance their hiking skills and safety. It also
does a comprehensive course on mountain hiking.
soon begin - once again with in-person classes.
A new Wilderness Trekking School class will
150 drive miles, meet at 7:00 am.
Hike, C Difficult, 13 miles, 3600' elevation gain, 90
5 Spaces

Pine, 11,403'
1 Space
at 6:30 am.
Peak, 11,403'
5 Spaces
miles, meet at 8:00 am.
Jagger, Linda Jagger,
3200' elevation gain, 250 drive miles, meet at 6:00
near Poncha Pass
5 Spaces
Elevation gain, 95 drive miles, meet at 7:00 am.
1 Space
Mtn near Monarch Pass
9 Spaces
3300' elevation gain, 80 drive miles, meet at 7:00
1 Space
Iron Fens
6 Spaces
miles, 3634' elevation gain, meet at 8:00 am.
2 Spaces
Mount Sneffels 14,150' / 4313m
2 Spaces
2849' elevation gain, meet at 8:00 am.
2 Standby
Sunshine Peak 14,001' / 4268m
0 Spaces
Uncompahgre Peak 14,309' / 4361m
0 Spaces
18 August 2021
Mtn & Golden Bear
3 Standby

Wilderness Trekking School
Bobcats are always looking for new members who
in our group's in-person classes. We have
a comprehensive course on mountain hiking.
For more information, click here.
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